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The deep learning-based text classification methods perform better than traditional ones. In addition to
the success of the deep learning technique, multi-task learning (MTL) has come to become a promising
approach for text classification; for instance, an MTL approach in text classification employs named entity
recognition as an auxiliary task and has showcased that the task helps to improve the text classification
performance. Existing MTL-based text classification methods depend on the auxiliary tasks using super-
vised labels. Obtaining such supervision labels requires additional human and financial costs in addition
to those for the main text classification task. To reduce these additional costs, we propose an MTL-based
text classification framework on supervised label creation by automatically labeling phrases in texts for the
auxiliary recognition task. A basic idea to realize the proposed framework is to utilize phrasal expressions
consisting of subwords (called subword-phrases). To the best of our knowledge, no text classification ap-
proach has been designed on top of subword-phrases because subwords only sometimes express a coherent
set of meanings. The novelty of the proposed framework is in adding subword-phrase recognition as an
auxiliary task and utilizing subword-phrases for text classification. It extracts subword-phrases in an unsu-
pervised manner using the statistics approach. To construct labels for effective subword-phrase recognition
tasks, extracted subword-phrases are classified based on document classes to ensure that subword-phrases
dedicated to some classes can be distinguishable. Experimental evaluation for text classification using
five popular datasets showcased the effectiveness of the subword-phrase recognition as an auxiliary task.
It also showed that comparing various labeling schemes in recent studies indicated insights for labeling
common subword-phrases among several document classes.

Povzetek: Za klasifikacijo besedil je uporabljeno globoko učenje in večopravilno učenje iz uporabo
podbesednih fraz za avtomatsko označevanje.

1 Introduction

Text classification is a fundamental technology that has
been studied for a long time. Applications that use text clas-
sification include speech [7], categorizing daily news arti-
cles, and unfair clause detection in terms of services [15].
These text classification applications are achieved by ef-
fectively and efficiently retrieving information from large
amounts of text [12, 23]. Text classification is a super-
vised learning task manually assigning labels to documents
as classification criteria, such as categories and classes.
A classifier learns classification criteria in a feature space
based on the dataset. Traditionally, text classification uses
hand-crafted features such as term frequency-inverse docu-
ment frequency. In recent literature, deep learning-based
technologies have achieved significantly improved clas-
sification performance. A component that has improved
text classification performance in recent years is pre-trained
neural language models such as BERT, which have been

trained on vast amounts of text. Pre-trained neural language
models provide semantically rich features for text; there-
fore, even a simple multi-layer perceptron-based classifier
has performs excellently. After the initial success of BERT,
many pre-trained models, such as RoBERTa [19] and GPT-
3 [5], have been published.

The tokenizers in these pre-trained neural language mod-
els typically divide documents into subwords as the small-
est unit. Subwords reduce the number of unknown words
not in the vocabulary, thus preventing the performance of
pre-trained neural language models from being degraded
by unknown words. Subword-based tokenization effec-
tively handles out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words by decom-
posing such words into several subwords. Concatena-
tions of these subwords represent OOV words, while tradi-
tional approaches represent them as unknown tokens. The
subword-based tokenization was initially employed for ma-
chine translation [29]; after that, it was used in various natu-
ral language processing tasks, including text classification.
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Multi-task learning (MTL) [6, 37, 39], which involves
one or more auxiliary tasks with the primary task by sharing
parameters, is a promising approach to enhance the perfor-
mance of deep learning models. It has also been applied to
text classification [17,35,36]. Learning models with auxil-
iary tasks positively affect the generalization performance
of the main task and reduce over-fitting. Early studies on
MTL-based text classification [17,35] focused on methods
to combine multiple tasks and combined tasks in different
datasets. Recent studies have combined text classification
with auxiliary tasks using the same dataset, such as named
entity recognition (NER) [2,31] or label co-occurrence pre-
diction [36].
The fact that MTL with NER and text classification im-

proves the accuracy of text classification performance sug-
gests that the recognition of clause representations, such
as named entities, is suitable as an auxiliary task to MTL-
based text classification. However, to realize NER as an
auxiliary task forMTL-based text classification, supervised
labels for NER are required in addition to those for text clas-
sification. Constructing such training datasets is costly be-
cause of additional human costs for NER labeling.
Therefore, in this study, we seek to achieve MTL-

based text classification with phrasal expression recog-
nition, which does not require additional human cost to
construct a training dataset. Phrasal expressions (or key
phrases) for texts have been studied in past decades [27,38].
Applying keyphrase extraction based on the subword-based
tokenization of popular pre-trained neural language mod-
els is not straightforward. Therefore, we define a phrasal
expression based on subwords as a subword-phrase and
seek its potential usability for the MTL-based text classi-
fication. In contrast to phrasal expressions based on words,
subword-phrases are not necessarily semantically coher-
ent because a vocabulary of subwords is determined sta-
tistically [29]. Owing to such little semantic coherence
of subword-phrases, studies have never been conducted on
their utilization for text classification.
In this study, we propose a framework for MTL-based

text classification with subword-phrase recognition to im-
prove the accuracy of text classification. Our frame-
work comprises unsupervised subword-phrase labeling
and MTL-based text classification for the subword-phrase
recognition task. Notably, we assume the presence of
labels for the classification of a dataset. To implement
our framework, we employ a highly primitive approach:
frequency-based subword-phrase labeling, in which fre-
quently co-occurring consecutive subwords are merged to
form a subword-phrase; various implementations can be re-
alized using this approach. We also employ the concept
of byte-pair encoding [29]. We seek labeling schemes to
handle commonly appearing subword-phrases among doc-
ument classes tomake the auxiliary taskmore effective than
text classification tasks.
The contributions of this study can be summarized as

follows: MTL-based text classification with low-cost aux-
iliary task preparation, utilization of phrasal expression

for subwords, and superior performance over conventional
methods, and comparable performance with the novel
methods. The proposed framework comprises an unsu-
pervised labeling module and an MTL-based classifica-
tion module. Existing MTL-based text classification meth-
ods assume the presence of supervision for auxiliary tasks;
however, obtaining this supervision requires further hu-
man and financial costs. In contrast, the proposed frame-
work does not require these costs as it utilizes unsupervised
subword-phrase extraction to obtain labels to create auxil-
iary tasks.
Our method is the first study that utilizes subword-

phrases. As subwords are not necessarily semantically co-
herent, their phrasal expressions have yet to be considered
for any task. In contrast, the co-occurrence of consecu-
tive subwords or subword-phrases could contribute to the
text classification task. Such subwords may represent dis-
tinguished instances of a class from those of others. In
the experimental evaluation of five popular text classifica-
tion datasets, the proposed frameworkwith subword-phrase
recognition auxiliary task demonstrated improved classifi-
cation performance (micro and macro F-scores) compared
to the single-task method. Compared with the state-of-the-
art method (BertGCN [14]), the proposed framework also
demonstrated superior performance for datasets with more
labels, exhibiting comparative classification performance
for the other datasets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 introduces studies concerning MTL-based text clas-
sification. Section 3 explains the proposed framework of
MTL-based text classification with subword-phrase recog-
nition task. Section 4 then presents the experimental evalu-
ation, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed
framework compared to that of the single-task text classifi-
cation baseline as well as other novel methods; it also dis-
cusses the effect of subword-phrases. Finally, Section 5
concludes this paper.

2 Related work
This section introduces literature related toMTL-based text
classification. MTL-based text classification methods are
categorized into the following three types based on the rela-
tionships between the main and auxiliary tasks [35]; Multi-
Cardinality, Multi-Domain, and Multi-Objective.
Multi-Cardinality means that the main and auxiliary

tasks are of different datasets but are in the same domain;
these tasks also differ in cardinality, meaning that they vary
in terms of their text lengths and the number of classes,
among other parameters.
Multi-Domain means that the main and auxiliary tasks

are similar, but their domains differ. For example, Liu et
al. [16] and Zhang et al. [35] examined MTL-based movie
review classification with classification tasks of reviews for
various products, such as books and DVDs [4].
Multi-Objective means that the main and auxiliary tasks
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have different objectives. For example, Liu et al. [18] com-
bined query classification and search result ranking using
an MTL approach, and Zhang et al. [35] attempted MTL-
based movie review classification (IMDB [21]) with news
article classification (RN [1]) and question type classifica-
tion (QC [13]) as auxiliary tasks.
In addition, MTL approaches [3, 30, 33, 40] in which the

main and auxiliary tasks are in the same dataset have ex-
hibited their effectiveness. Bi et al. [3] improved the per-
formance of news recommendations by using MTL, which
combines the news recommendation task with news arti-
cle classification and named entity recognition. The MTL-
based medical query intent classification model, proposed
by Tohti et al. [30], was trained together with the named
entity recognition, and consequently showed superior clas-
sification performance. On another task, Yang et al. [33]
and Zhao et al. [40] showed similar observations on po-
larity classification combined with the aspect term extrac-
tion task. In the emotion prediction task, Li et al. [11] dealt
with the emotion-cause pair extraction task using the MTL-
based approach, which is combined with the emotion clause
extraction and the cause clause extraction. Similarly, Qi
et al. [24] proposed the MTL-based aspect sentiment clas-
sification method, where the auxiliary task was the aspect
term extraction; they also demonstrated its effectiveness. In
addition to the text classification task, the MTL-based ap-
proaches to image classification tasks have also shown its
effectiveness [9, 32].
MTL-based text classification, which utilizes the re-

lationship between labels in the same dataset, has also
been proposed to solve the multi-label classification prob-
lem, where a single text can be classified into multiple la-
bels [36]. Zhang et al. [36] showed improved classification
performance by designing an auxiliary task to learn the re-
lationship between labels.
These studies have shown the effectiveness of combin-

ing multiple supervised learning. However, in general, cre-
ating supervised data is expensive in terms of human and
financial costs; thus, lower-cost solutions to design auxil-
iary tasks are desirable.
Self-supervised learning (SSL) is a training approach that

understands data without supervised datasets. It first hides
pieces of data and trains the model so that the model can es-
timate the hidden pieces. Masked language model (MLM)
is a popular SSL in the natural language processing do-
main [8]. A popular pre-trained neural language model,
BERT [8], is trained based on two SSL tasks: MLM and
next sentence prediction. In the image processing domain,
DALL-E [25] showcased the significant performance of
SSL, where an area of an image was erased and DALL-E
was trained to estimate the erased area. The increasing at-
tention to these models indicates the usefulness of SSL for
data understanding and representation learning.
In contrast to data understanding, text classification is a

supervised learning task. In other words, SSL expects mod-
els to reconstruct broken pieces of data, while supervised
learning expects models to learn dedicated criteria from su-

pervision. Therefore, task settings in SSL are not easily
imported to MTL-based text classification.
The proposed framework in this study focuses on creat-

ing datasets for auxiliary tasks with no supervision, signif-
icantly reducing human efforts and financial costs. To our
knowledge, no research has been conducted that aimed to
design auxiliary tasks ofMTL-based text classificationwith
no supervision. In addition, as subwords are not necessar-
ily semantically coherent, subword-phrases have not been
considered for any task. Therefore, this study proposes a
novel methodology of MTL-based text classification in two
aspects: In addition, since subwords are not necessarily se-
mantically coherent, subword-phrases have not been con-
sidered for any task. Therefore, this paper proposes a novel
methodology of MTL-based text classification in two as-
pects: (1) low-cost auxiliary task design and (2) introduc-
tion of subword-phrases. The experimental evaluation of
this study reveals promising results for these two aspects.

3 Proposed framework
This section explains our framework of theMTL-based text
classification, which generates subword-phrase labels for
auxiliary tasks in an unsupervised manner.

3.1 Framework overview
Figure 1 illustrates our framework. It consists of two
phases: unsupervised labeling and MTL-based text classi-
fication. The basic approach underlying of the framework
is that subword-phrase recognition is added as an auxil-
iary task for MTL-based text classification. To realize the
recognition task, unsupervised subword-phrase extraction
is employed to create pseudo-supervision. A text classifier
based on the framework is trained using the following steps:
1. Input: the text classifier receives a training set of text

with classification labels;
2. Tokenization: the text is tokenized into subwords using

a subword-based tokenizer;
3. Labeling (Phase 1): the unsupervised labeling mod-

ule appends subword-phrase labels to each text in the
training set for the auxiliary subword-phrase recognition
task;

4. Training (Phase 2): the text classifier is trained in an
MTL manner, which is trained together with the auxil-
iary subword-phrase recognition task based on the ap-
pended labels.
Formally, a training set is denoted as D = {(Ti, yi) |

1 ≤ i ≤ N}, where Ti represents a sequence of subword
tokens of the i-th text, yi represents the class label corre-
sponding to the i-th text, and N is the number of texts. In
the first phase, the unsupervised subword-phrase labeling
module receives D and performs subword-phrase extrac-
tion on subword token sequences to create another training
set Daug = {(Ti, Y

aug
i ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ N} for the auxiliary
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Figure 1: Our MTL-based Text Classification Framework.
The framework accepts text with text classification labels
and trains an MTL-based text classification model. The
framework consists of two phases: the first phase is un-
supervised labeling of the input text, and the second phase
is the training of the MTL-based text classification model
using the text classification labels and labels from the first
phase.

task, where Y aug
i is a corresponding sequence of labels for

each token in Ti. In the second phase, D and Daug are
passed to an MTL-based text classification module based
on a pre-trained neural language model; they then train the
text classification model in conjunction with the training
subword-phrase recognition model.

3.2 Unsupervised subword-phrase labeling

Unsupervised subword-phrase labeling provides a label se-
quence that corresponds to the input text sequence. This
unsupervised labeling is a task formalized as follows:
• Given: a sequence of subword tokens T along with a
class label y, (T, y) ∈ D

• Generate: a sequence of labels Y aug whose length is
exactly the same as that of T
The labeling scheme is inspired by NER tasks that

employ the inside-outside-beginning (IOB2) tagging
scheme [26]. IOB2 tagging is a labeling scheme where
the first token of a phrase is tagged with B (beginning),
the intermediate tokens of a phrase are tagged with I
(inside), and tokens other than the phrase are tagged with O
(outside). Besides these tags, semantic types are appended
to distinguish types of phrases; for example, B-PERSON
and I-PERSON represent the beginning and intermediate
tokens of a token sequence corresponding with a person’s
name, respectively.
A straightforward labeling scheme for subword-phrase

labeling is to treat all phrases equally. In other words, the
semantic type is set to Phrase. Formally, when an n-length
sequence of tokensS = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) has a phrase which
is an m-length sub-sequence P = (sk, sk+1, . . . , sk+m)
of S where m ≤ n, sk is labeled as a particular type
B-Phrase; the rest of the tokens from sk+1 to sk+m are la-
beled as I-Phrase and other tokens si ∈ S\P are labeled
as O.
This approach is so straightforward that subword-phrases

appearing in different document classes are treated equally.
However, to provide cues to the main text classification
model, subword-phrases dependent on document classes
should be distinguishable. A simple classification-specific
labeling scheme assigns different labels to subword-phrases
appearing in other classes. When a subword-phrase P =
(sk, sk+1, . . . , sk+m), which is a sequence of tokens of a
text belonging to class y, sk is labeled as B-y, and the
remaining tokens from sk+1 to sk+m are labeled as I-y.
However, subword-phrases commonly appearing in differ-
ent classes cannot be handled in this scheme. To han-
dle such common subword-phrases, we propose three la-
beling schemes, namely, Disregard, Common-Label, and
Bit-Label. To compare, the aforementioned straightfor-
ward labelling scheme is called All-Phrase. Disregard
scheme simply ignores the common subword-phrases, in
other words, they are labeled by O tags. In Common-
Label scheme, a special class label ∅ is used as a special
semantic type of labeling in the IOB2 scheme. Specif-
ically, the common subword-phrase P is labeled as B-∅
for sk and I-∅ for other tokens. To handle such subword-
phrases, this study proposes a bit-encoding-based labeling
scheme. Bit-Label scheme still inherits the IOB2 labeling
scheme; therefore, suppose that d = 4, a subword-phrase
P = (sk, sk+1, . . . , sk+m), which is a sequence of tokens
of a text and belongs to the first and third classes, then sk
is labeled as B-1010, and the rest of the tokens from sk+1

to sk+m are labeled as I-1010.

3.3 MTL-based text classification
Our framework uses a text classification model based on
MTL and a pre-trained neural language model (NLM). In
this method, the NLM performs token encoding, and classi-
fication modules for main and auxiliary tasks are appended
on top of the encoding. Therefore, NLM is the part shared
among tasks and is trained in an MTL manner. A fully con-
nected layer and a softmax non-linear layer design the clas-
sification models.
For the main task (i.e., text classification), a representa-

tion hcls for a given input token sequence is obtained from
NLM. It is passed to a fully connected layer followed by
a softmax layer to predict class distribution ŷcls. Formally,
ŷcls for hcls is calculated by the following equation:

ŷcls = softmax(W⊤
cls · hcls + bcls), (1)

where Wcls and bcls denote the parameter matrix and bias,
respectively, for the text classification task.
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For the auxiliary tasks (i.e., subword-phrase recogni-
tion), a representation hsprj for the j-th token of a given input
sequence is obtained from NLM. It is passed to a fully con-
nected layer followed by a softmax layer to predict token
label distribution ŷspr. Formally, ŷsprj for hsprj is calculated
by the following equation:

ŷsprj = softmax(W⊤
spr · h

spr
j + bspr), (2)

where Wspr and bspr denote the parameter matrix and bias,
respectively, for the subword-phrase recognition task.
These main and auxiliary tasks are multi-class classifica-

tion tasks; therefore, using the cross-entropy loss as a loss
function is straightforward. The following equation calcu-
lates the loss Lcls for the text classification task:

Lcls = −
N∑
i=1

∑
c∈C

yi,c log ŷclsi,c, (3)

where N is the number of training sample texts, C denotes
a set of classes, yi,c ∈ {0, 1} denotes a true label for the
i-th text where yi,c = 1 if the true label of the text is c and
0 otherwise, and ŷclsi,c denotes the predicted probability of
class c for the text.
Similarly, the following equation calculates the loss Lspr

for the subword-phrase recognition task:

Lspr = −
N∑
i=1

Mi∑
j=1

∑
c∈C

yi,j,c log ŷclsi,j,c, (4)

where N denotes the number of training sample texts, Mi

denotes the number of tokens in the i-th text, C denotes a
set of classes, yi,j,c ∈ {0, 1} denotes a true label for the j-th
token of the i-th text where yi,j,c = 1 if the true label of the
token is c and 0 otherwise, and ŷspri,j,c denotes the predicted
probability of class c for that token.
To train both tasks simultaneously, feedback from results

on these tasks is fed to the NLM model to fine-tune its pa-
rameters. Therefore, joint lossLjoint of losses for these tasks
are calculated using the following equation and used for pa-
rameter optimization.

Ljoint = Lcls + Lspr (5)

We note that the weighting scheme in MTL approaches
to involve the importance of individual tasks has been stud-
ied [22, 28]. Although considering the weighting scheme
in our framework is promising, the purpose of this study is
to show the capability of MTL-based text classification in
conjunction with subword-phrase recognition, whoselabels
for auxiliary tasks are created in an unsupervised manner.
Therefore, employing the weighting scheme in our frame-
work can be the focus of future studies.

4 Experimental evaluation
To evaluate the proposed framework, we conducted an ex-
perimental evaluation to answer the following items: (1)

Whether or not our MTL-based text classification meth-
ods that create auxiliary tasks in an unsupervised man-
ner improve classification performance compared to single-
task text classification methods?, (2) Whether or not our
MTL-based text classification can outperform state-of-the-
art (SOTA) text classification methods?, (3) Whether or not
the subword-phrase technique contributes to text classifi-
cation?, and (4) Whether or not there is the best labeling
scheme for subword-phrase recognition in terms of com-
mon subword-phrases?
The rest of this section is organized as follows: Sec-

tion 4.1 introduces the implementation of the proposed
framework; Section 4.2 explains the SOTA text classifica-
tion method for comparison; Section 4.3 describes the ex-
perimental settings; Section 4.4 showcases the experimen-
tal results, and Section 4.5 presents remarks on the experi-
ments by answering items mentioned above.

4.1 Implementation of the proposed
framework

In this experiment, we implemented a simple frequency-
based subword-phrase extraction method; the labeling
scheme used for the extracted subword-phrase was the
classification-specific labeling scheme. The frequency-
based method expects that frequently co-occurring sub-
words compose the regular textual expressions for each
class. To control the number of subword-phrases, we uti-
lized the byte-pair encoding (BPE) algorithm [29]. The
BPE algorithm concatenates consecutive tokens if they fre-
quently co-occur in a corpus and repeats this concatenation
until the number of unique tokens equals the expected num-
ber. The ability to control the number of subword-phrases
was suitable for this experiment because the subword-
phrase was newly proposed in this study; therefore, we
needed to try variations of evaluation experiments which
were realized by creating different numbers of subword-
phrases.
In general, the number of texts is skewed among classes;

the number of particular texts of a class may be quite
large, while that of other classes is very small. This af-
fected the extraction of subword-phrases; therefore, in this
experiment, the extraction mentioned above was applied
for each set of texts of class. Specifically, we extracted
n subword-phrases for each class. n was chosen from
{10, 100, 1000, 10000} to achieve the best classification
performance on the validation data.

4.2 Comparison method: BertGCN
BertGCN [14] is a SOTA method for text classification
that combines a pre-trained NLM with the inductive learn-
ing of graph neural networks (GNNs). BertGCN fol-
lows TextGCN [34] by constructing a graph of the co-
occurrence relations between texts and words and between
words and words. In BertGCN, vectors of vertices are ini-
tialized using the pre-trained NLM. These vectors are up-
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dated through graph convolutional neural network (GCN)
to involve the co-occurrence relationships between texts
and words. Based on the updated vectors, BertGCN per-
forms text classification by adding a fully connected layer
followed by a softmax layer. In addition, [14] reported
that integrating the output of the NLM-based classifica-
tion model and that of BertGCN can improve classifica-
tion performance; specifically, the linear sum of the pre-
dicted class distributions ZGCN and ZNLM, which are ob-
tained fromBertGCN and the classifier using NLM, respec-
tively, as seen in the following equation:

Z = λ · ZGCN + (1− λ) · ZNLM, (6)

where λ ∈ [0, 1] denotes the weight for BertGCN classifi-
cation. This experiment used λ = 0.7 as [14] reported that
it was the optimal value. BertGCN can use any pre-trained
NLM, and [14] reported that RoBERTa showed the optimal
performance. Therefore, RoBERTa was also used in imple-
menting the proposed framework to make the comparison
as reasonable as possible.

4.3 Settings
Datasets For the evaluation, the following five popu-
lar datasets in the text classification task are used; Movie
Review (MR), 20 Newsgroups (20NG), R8, R52 and
Ohsumed (OHS). MR is a dataset of movie reviews catego-
rized into binary sentiment classes (i.e., positive and nega-
tive). 20NG is a dataset of news texts categorized into 20
categories. R8 is a dataset of news articles from Reuters-
215781 limited to eight selected classes. R52 is a dataset
of news articles from Reuters-21578 limited to 52 selected
categories. OHS is a dataset of medical abstracts catego-
rized into 23 medical concepts called MESH categories.
The statistics of the dataset are shown in Table 1. As the

table shows, datasets with different classes and variations
in the number of instances per class (the standard deviation
(Std.) of the number of instances within a class) were used
in the experiment. These datasets were expected to reveal
the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed method.

Metrics The evaluation metric is F -score which is the
harmonic mean of precision and recall scores as shown be-
low.

Pre =
TP

TP + FP
(7)

Rec =
TP

TP + FN
(8)

F =
2 · Pre · Rec
Prec+ Rec

(9)

The precision, denoted by Pre is the ratio of the number of
true positives (TP ) over the number of instances estimated
as positive (i.e., TP + FP , where FP is the number of

1Reuters-21578, http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/te
stcollections/reuters21578/, visited on Aug. 4, 2022

false positives). The recall, denoted by Rec is the ratio of
TP over the number of positive instances in the evaluation
set (i.e., TP +FN , where FN is the number of false nega-
tives). To observe various aspects for evaluation, micro and
macro averages of F -scores were used in this experiment.
The micro average of F -scores, Fmicro, is the instance-level
average of the F -score, and the macro average, Fmacro, is
the class-level average of the F -scores. When the numbers
of instances of different classes are highly skewed (class
imbalance problem), the Fmicro is not suitable to evalu-
ate the classification performance; this is because the larger
the number of instances of a class, the more it affects this
metric. In other words, the classification performance in
the instances of minority classes is underestimated. In con-
trast, the Fmacro metric can ignore the skewness as the F
scores of difference classes are treated independently and
averaged.

Parameters For the base model in the proposed
method and BertGCN, we employed the RoBERTa-base
model [19], available at Huggingface2. BertGCN with the
RoBERTa model was called RoBERTaGCN in this experi-
ment. In this study, the effect of common subword-phrases
was also evaluated; therefore, the proposed method had
two variations: one included common subword-phrases
(denoted as Proposed w/ cmn) and the other excluded
them (denoted as Proposed w/o cmn). In addition, as
a baseline method, we also employed a single-task text
classification method based on RoBERTa. The baseline
method was implemented by adding a fully connected
layer and a softmax layer on top of RoBERTa, which is
equivalent to Eq. 1 with the loss function shown in Eq. 3.
The only difference between the proposed and the baseline
methods was the number of tasks on top of RoBERTa.
Therefore, the comparison between them was expected to
reveal the effectiveness of MTL-based text classification.
These models were optimized using the AdamW optimizer
(Adam optimizer [10] with decoupled weight decay reg-
ularization) [20]. Experiments were conducted with 100
epochs, batch size 64, and a maximum token length of 256.
Only the experiment for RoBERTaGCN was conducted
with a batch size of 128 and a maximum token length of
128, which yielded better results than the aforementioned
hyper parameters.

4.4 Results
Table 2 shows the experimental results ofFmicro (Table 2(a))
and Fmacro (Table 2(b)), and showcases the following three
observations. (1) The proposed method performed better
than the baseline method in both metrics except the simple
binary classification on the MR dataset. (2) The proposed
method outperformed RoBERTaGCN for three of the five
datasets in terms of the Fmicro metric and four of the five
datasets in terms of the Fmacro metric. (3) In terms of label-
ing schemes, the Bit-Label and the Disregard approaches

2https://huggingface.co/roberta-base
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Table 1: Statistics of datasets. The number of instances in train-valid-test splits, number of classes, and average (Avg.)
and standard deviation (Std.) of the number of instances across classes.

MR 20NG R8 R52 OHS

#Train 6,398 10,183 4,937 5,879 3,022
#Valid 710 1,131 548 653 335
#Test 3,554 7,532 2,189 2,568 4,043
#Class 2 20 8 52 23
Avg. #Instances/Class 5,331 942 959 175 321
Std. #Instances/Class 0 94 1,309 613 305

Table 2: Evaluation results. The best score in each column (i.e., dataset) is bold-faced. RoBERTaGCN is the SOTA
text classification method and Baseline is the single-task text classification based on the RoBERTa model. The proposed
method has two variations: one, denoted as Proposed w/ cmn, includes common subword-phrases in the labeling scheme,
and the other, denoted as Proposed w/o cmn, excludes them. (a) and (b) showcase the results of Fmicro and Fmacro, respec-
tively.

(a) Fmicro

Model MR 20NG R8 R52 OHS

RoBERTaGCN 0.880 0.894 0.979 0.944 0.736
Baseline (RoBERTa) 0.881 0.831 0.977 0.962 0.690

Proposed - All-Phrase 0.888 0.838 0.979 0.967 0.705
Proposed - Common-Label 0.860 0.850 0.978 0.967 0.704
Proposed - Bit-Label 0.882 0.846 0.979 0.968 0.711
Proposed - Disregard 0.866 0.851 0.979 0.969 0.711

(b) Fmacro

Model MR 20NG R8 R52 OHS

RoBERTaGCN 0.880 0.861 0.925 0.756 0.605
Baseline (RoBERTa) 0.881 0.825 0.943 0.836 0.594

Proposed - All-Phrase 0.888 0.832 0.948 0.842 0.622
Proposed - Common-Label 0.860 0.845 0.947 0.841 0.610
Proposed - Bit-Label 0.882 0.840 0.953 0.866 0.636
Proposed - Disregard 0.866 0.845 0.955 0.851 0.637

performed better than other schemes in terms of the Fmacro

metric.
The comparison between the proposed method and the

baseline method in both Fmicro and Fmacro revealed the ef-
fectiveness of theMTL-based approach, in which the auxil-
iary task was systematically constructed. In addition to in-
sights from existing literature that MTL-based approaches
using auxiliary tasks with supervision are effective, this ex-
periment showcased the effectiveness of an MTL approach
in which training data for an auxiliary task was generated
in an unsupervised manner. The results showcase that low-
cost auxiliary tasks for MTL-based text classification now
demonstrate promising performance.
While the results of MR and R8 datasets showed compa-

rable performances between the proposed and the baseline
methods, these datasets were composed of smaller numbers
of classes. These results suggest that the proposed method

did not perform effectively when the number of classes was
small.

A notable fact from the results was the proposed method
achieved significantly better performance than RoBERTa-
GCN in terms of Fmacro on the R8, R52, and OHS datasets.
Simultaneously, the proposed method was also more accu-
rate than RoBERTaGCN in terms of Fmicro. These facts
indicate that the proposed method achieved state-of-the-
art classification performance on these datasets. Recall-
ing the statistics of these datasets from Table 1, the num-
bers of classes in each R8, R52 and OHS dataset are larger
than those of other datasets and the number of instances per
class is highly skewed. These facts indicate that the pro-
posed method is good for highly skewed datasets. Though
20NG dataset had similar number of classes to the OHS
dataset and was less skewed than the OHS dataset, the per-
formance in terms of Fmicro and Fmacro of the proposed
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Table 3: Evaluation results: Accuracy of auxiliary tasks

(a) Fmicro

Model MR 20NG R8 R52 OHS

Proposed - All-Phrase 0.971 0.975 0.978 0.998 0.971
Proposed - Common-Label 0.922 0.968 0.974 0.972 0.978
Proposed - Bit-Label 0.918 0.974 0.965 0.975 0.977
Proposed - Disregard 0.922 0.851 0.962 0.975 0.978

(b) Fmacro

Model MR 20NG R8 R52 OHS

Proposed - All-Phrase 0.960 0.975 0.945 0.796 0.953
Proposed - Common-Label 0.761 0.889 0.869 0.853 0.725
Proposed - Bit-Label 0.756 0.852 0.764 0.864 0.762
Proposed - Disregard 0.761 0.845 0.731 0.847 0.725

method was worse than RoBERTaGCN. Consequently, the
proposed method performed better than the SOTA method
when datasets were composed of large classes and highly
skewed in the number of instances across classes.
The comparison among variations of the proposed

method in terms of the labeling schemes for commonly ap-
pearing subword-phrases among document classes showed
that the proposed method with different schemes had simi-
lar performances, each with their pros and cons for different
datasets. The All-Phrase scheme had all phrases labeled by
the IOB2 tagging scheme regardless of document classes.
Compared with other schemes that take document classes
into account, its performance was inferior. This indi-
cates that class-specific labeling (the Common-Label, Bit-
Label, and Disregard schemes) is effective, except for the
MR dataset, which is a binary classification dataset; thus,
subword-phrases are merely class-specific. For the com-
parison of labeling common subword-phrases among the
Common-Label, Bit-Label, and Disregard schemes, their
classification performances were comparable, and the Dis-
regard scheme had relatively better performance.
To show the difficulties of subword-phrase recognition

tasks with different labeling schemes, Table 3 displays the
F scores of the auxiliary tasks. In general, the number
of classes in a sequence labeling problem is related to its
difficulty. Thus, the All-Phrase scheme was expected to
be the easiest and the Bit-Label scheme the most difficult.
As shown in the results in the table, the F scores of the
All-Phrase scheme are the highest among these schemes,
thereby confirming their easiness in terms of a sequence la-
beling problem. In contrast, F scores of the other schemes
were inferior, but still high enough to aid the generalization
performance of the main text classification model.

4.5 Remarks
This section summarizes the findings from our experiment
by answering the abovementioned items and introduces the

limitations of the proposed method.

(1) The proposedmethod outperformed the baselinemethod
when the number of classes of a dataset was large and
was comparable to them when the number was small.
However, datasets with a few classes were also less
skewed in the number of instances per class. Therefore,
the frequency-based subword-phrase extraction for con-
structing auxiliary tasks was suitable when datasets had
many classes, and the number of instances per class was
skewed. A promising outcome is that an auxiliary recog-
nition task in which (pseudo) supervision is generated
unsupervised is effective in the MTL-based classifica-
tion. Therefore, this outcome opens up new possibilities
for constructing auxiliary tasks for the MTL-based clas-
sification methods on tasks other than text classification.

(2) The proposedmethodwas superior to the SOTAmethod,
RoBERTaGCN, for the R52 and OHS datasets, which
contained many classes and where the number of in-
stances per class was skewed. A promising direction
to overcome the inferiority of the proposed method in
the other datasets is to utilize RoBERTaGCN as a base
model for the proposed method.

(3) The subword-phrase recognition task as an auxiliary
task improves text classifications in various datasets. A
promising outcome is the usage of phrasal expressions
for subwords, which which needs more attention in the
literature.

(4) To handle common subword-phrases among document
classes, the Bit-Label scheme, which encodes depen-
dence of subword-phrases in a bit sequence that can rep-
resent all combinations of appearing classes, and the
Disregard scheme, which ignores common subword-
phrases, were the best. The higher the number of classes
(e.g., R52), the better the classification performance us-
ing the Bit-Label scheme. Contrastingly, the smaller the
number of classes (e.g., R8 and OHS), the better the Dis-
regard scheme performance.
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Consequently, when the number of classes is large, and
the number of instances for document classes is skewed, the
MTL-based text classification suffers from the class imbal-
ance problem, which is still an open problem in the general
text classification tasks domain. This domain showcases
some promising results by using subword-phrase recogni-
tion tasks, whose labels are obtained in an unsupervised
manner. However, at the same time, the classification per-
formance still leaves a lot to be desired. Therefore, future
studies should seek more effective auxiliary tasks to deal
with the class imbalance problem.

5 Conclusion
We proposed an MTL-based text classification framework
using auxiliary tasks with lower human and financial costs
by creating auxiliary task labels unsupervised. We also
sought to ascertain the possibility of phrasal expressions of
subwords called subword-phrases to utilize subword-based
neural language pre-trained models. As an implementation
of our framework, we extracted subword-phrases in terms
of their frequency of occurrence and labeled them into doc-
uments in three different ways. Our experimental evalua-
tion for text classification using five popular datasets high-
lighted the effectiveness of the subword-phrase recognition
as an auxiliary task. It also showed comparative results with
RoBERTaGCN which is the state-of-the-art method.
The main conclusions of this paper are: an auxiliary

recognition task in which pseudo supervision is generated
in an unsupervised manner is effective in MTL-based clas-
sification, and opens up the possibility of constructing aux-
iliary tasks for MTL-based classification methods for clas-
sification tasks other than text classification, and phrasal
expressions for subwords (subword-phrase) can be helpful
in text classification.
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